
 

DEFENSE OF ALL THE CATEGORIES OF STAFF

1. CONTRACT AGENTS
2. Officials
    - Hired before/after 2004
    - Hired after 2014
3.  WORKING CONDITIONS

Promote the sites of ISPRA and SEVILLE defending the scientific activities 
and at the same time all other sectors (areas) on the sites;
Support the project of a multi-DG site on ISPRA;
Improve the professional situations, the family situation as well as the social 
environment.

Grant a risk allowance to ALL the colleagues working in places subject to possible 
radiations on the ISPRA site.

2. OFFICIALS
Establish a bridge (similar to the certificate) to allow the transition of AST/SC careers 
towards the AST career;
'Screener' of all AST functions to enhance them in AD;
Increase the percentage of colleagues who can be certified and guarantee a 
sufficient number of AD positions to hire them.

Continue to support the creation of a Local Staff committee in SEVILLE taking into 
account the characteristics of the site;
Guarantee a strong and constant presence in the meetings of the Staff Committees;
Be present in a constructive manner in the joint committees.

3. WORK CONDITIONS
Engage against all forms of social dumping, precariousness and discrimination, 
starting with the CAs, AST/SC, including the 'Transcategoriels';
Defense of acquired rights (salary, pension system, etc.);
Impose a policy of continuous training for all staff for professional development 
which is the key to a quality service of the Commission;
Improve the balance between professional and private life (flexitime for all);
Support the return to 37.30 hours week, at least for heavy works;
Grant an allowance for computer screen work;

To defend the linguistic diversity in the European schools also for SWALS in order to 
maintain the attractiveness of the ISPRA site taking into account its specificity and 
find a concrete solution for the SEVILLE site.

1. CONTRACT AGENTS
Opening to the CAs nomination (appointment on permanent posts) through, 
for example, ad hoc periodic competitions;
Upgrading of the CAs GFI functions so that they can also benefit from these 
competitions;
Claim a more transparent evaluation system taking into account the real 
accomplished tasks/functions;
Reduction the waiting time between two reclassifications (promotions) and 
increasing the  quotas;
Allows all the CAs 3b (GFII-GFIII-GFIV - fixed-term contract to extend their 
contract up to 6 years as many of them, now, last only 3 years;
Set up of specific rules to allow the children of the CAs finishing their contract 
to end the school year in the European schools or equivalent.
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NO WORDS, BUT FACTS:
HELP US HELP YOU
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